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Aims
In this study, we aimed to visualize the spatial distribution characteristics of femoral head
necrosis using a novel measurement method.

Methods
We retrospectively collected CT imaging data of 108 hips with non-traumatic osteonecrosis
of the femoral head from 76 consecutive patients (mean age 34.3 years (SD 8.1), 56.58% male
(n = 43)) in two clinical centres. The femoral head was divided into 288 standard units (based
on the orientation of units within the femoral head, designated as N[Superior], S[Inferior],
E[Anterior], and W[Posterior]) using a new measurement system called the longitude and
latitude division system (LLDS). A computer-aided design (CAD) measurement tool was also
developed to visualize the measurement of the spatial location of necrotic lesions in CT
images. Two orthopaedic surgeons independently performed measurements, and the results
were used to draw 2D and 3D heat maps of spatial distribution of necrotic lesions in the
femoral head, and for statistical analysis.

Results
The results showed that the LLDS has high inter-rater reliability. As illustrated by the
heat map, the distribution of Japanese Investigation Committee (JIC) classification type C
necrotic lesions exhibited clustering characteristics, with the lesions being concentrated in
the northern and eastern regions, forming a hot zone (90% probability) centred on the
N4-N6E2, N3-N6E units of outer ring blocks. Statistical results showed that the distribution
difference between type C2 and type C1 was most significant in the E1 and E2 units and,
combined with the heat map, indicated that the spatial distribution differences at N3-N6E1
and N1-N3E2 units are crucial in understanding type C1 and C2 necrotic lesions.

Conclusion
The LLDS can be used to accurately measure the spatial location of necrotic lesions and
display their distribution characteristics.
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Article focus
• The spatial distribution of necrotic lesions impacts the

outcomes following necrosis. However, the lack of effective
tools for quantification and localization impedes our ability
to comprehensively analyze and understand the spatial
morphology of these lesions. In this study, we aimed to
develop a measurement system based on computer-aided
design (CAD) technology to achieve a quantitative assess-
ment of necrotic lesions.

• The Japanese Investigation Committee (JIC) classification
stands as the predominant framework employed in clinical
practice, wherein type C necrosis is associated with an
elevated risk of collapse. However, there is a lack of
quantified data supporting the spatial distribution charac-
teristics of type C necrosis and the differences in spatial
distribution between type C1 and C2 subtypes. To bridge
this gap, we intend to construct panoramic heat maps that
elucidate the nuanced spatial distribution patterns inherent
to distinct necrotic subtypes.

Key messages
• The longitude and latitude division system (LLDS) demon-

strates good inter-rater reliability in assessing spatial
distribution of necrotic lesions.

• Spatial distribution of JIC type C necrotic lesions exhibited
clustering characteristics, with the lesions being concentra-
ted in the northern and eastern regions, forming a hot zone
(90% probability) centred on the N4-N6E2, N3-N6E units of
outer ring blocks.

• N3-N6E1 and N1-N3E2 units may be key to the classification
of the JIC type C1 and type C2.

Strengths and limitations
• A multicentre retrospective observational study was

conducted, including 76 patients with non-traumatic
osteonecrosis of the femoral head, comprising a total of
108 affected hips. However, this study solely focused on JIC
type C1 and type C2 necrosis.

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first investigation
to depict the 2D planar and 3D spatial distribution heat
map of necrotic lesions in osteonecrosis of the femoral
head.

• There is a certain subjectivity in the coordinate system
calibration and the judgment of necrotic lesion during the
measurement process.

Introduction
Osteonecrosis of the femoral head (ONFH) is a debilitating
disease arising from inadequate blood supply to the hip
joint, and its pathogenesis remains unclear. The pathological
process of ONFH typically progresses through three stages:
necrosis, repair-collapse, and arthrosis.1-3 The occurrence of
collapse is a critical factor that determines the ultimate
outcome of ONFH, as once it occurs, patients may experience
severe pain and functional impairment, ultimately progress-
ing to arthrosis.4-9 Consequently, predicting and preventing
collapse is a critical research focus in both basic and clinical
research on ONFH.10

Medical imaging is a promising tool for predicting
collapse in patients with ONFH. Several clinical studies

have demonstrated that the size, location, and morphologi-
cal characteristics of the necrotic lesion can influence the
collapse outcome.2,11-26 Thus, ONFH classification methods
have been developed to guide clinical decision-making.27,28

In fact, the classification methods obtained by observing the
size, location, and morphology of the necrotic lesion essen-
tially describe the spatial distribution of the necrotic lesion.
However, current imaging evaluation methods suffer from low
prediction accuracy and inconsistent results among various
imaging methods.29 While some studies attribute these issues
to the complexity of ONFH, it is worth noting that current
classification methods do not provide a comprehensive and
precise description of the necrotic lesion distribution.

Here we take the Japanese Investigation Committee
(JIC) classification,30 which is the most widely used clinically,
as an example. JIC classification delineates the magnitude of
necrotic lesions based on anteroposterior (AP) radiograph of
the hip joint, classifying them into four distinct types: JIC A,
JIC B, JIC C1, and JIC C2. Notably, the type C necrosis has a
heightened propensity for collapse. This classification clearly
delineates the important impact of the relative position of the
necrotic lesion to the weightbearing region of the femo-
ral head on the outcome of collapse as observed on radio-
graphs. However, the differences in the spatial distribution
of the necrotic lesion among various JIC classification types
remain unclear. Other classification methods, such as the Koo
necrosis index method,19 the Lafforgue method,31 the Sugano
method,26 and the China-Japan Friendship Hospital classifica-
tion method,32 measure the necrotic lesion on a single imaging
plane, and even the classification system proposed by Nishii
et al23 based on MRI measurements solely includes volumetric
parameters, which are unable to provide a panoramic view
of the spatial distribution of the necrotic lesion. To enable
spatial measurement, a standardized measurement system is
necessary. Accurately measuring the overall spatial distribu-
tion of the necrotic lesions and studying its distribution
patterns can enhance understanding of necrosis subtyping
or improve existing classifications. Previously, we drew upon
the foundations laid by the JIC classification to formulate a
predictive collapse assessment method termed the “Preserved
Angle”.33 This approach integrates AP and frog-leg lateral
radiographs, enabling a comprehensive quantitative evalua-
tion of spatial morphology in necrotic lesions from diverse
perspectives through radiographs. Clinical research outcomes
have substantiated the simplicity and efficacy of the “Pre-
served Angle” as an evaluative modality. We contend that
frog-leg lateral radiographs afford superior visualization of
necrosis distribution on the anterior-lateral aspect of the
femoral head. Although it is known that the femoral head
necrotic lesion is more likely to occur in the anterior superior
region,34 the concept of “anterior superior region” is broad and
vague. The specific location on the femoral head to which
it refers, and the probability of occurrence, remain unclear.
To elucidate this issue, it is essential to comprehensively
understand the spatial distribution characteristics of necrotic
lesions on the femoral head; current research on this topic is
limited.

We hypothesized that the necrotic lesion exhibits
varying probabilities of occurrence across different regions of
the femoral head. By collecting clinical images and calculat-
ing the probability of necrosis in standardized regions, we
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can annotate and transform them into heat maps, thereby
intuitively displaying the spatial distribution characteristics
of the necrotic area. This study aims to address three key
issues: 1) can a reference system and measurement tool for
femoral head necrosis spatial measurement be developed
and applied?; 2) what is the inter-rater reliability of the new
measurement method?; and 3) are there differences in the
spatial distribution of femoral head necrosis between JIC type
C1 and type C2?

Methods
This study was conducted in accordance with the ethical
standards outlined by the institutional review boards of The
First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou University of Chinese
Medicine and the Shenzhen Second People’s Hospital. A
retrospective analysis was conducted on CT data from 83
consecutive non-traumatic ONFH patients who were treated
between September 2020 and December 2022. The medical
imaging storage and transmission system of the two institu-
tions was used to obtain CT scans with a slice thickness of ≤
2 mm, a slice increment of ≤ 1 mm, and a pixel size of ≤ 1 mm.
All patients included in the study were in stage ARCO II (no
collapse) or ARCO III A (collapse less than 2 mm) according to
the Association Research Circulation Osseous (ARCO) staging
criteria,35 and were classified as JIC C1 or C2 according to
the JIC classification criteria,30 owing to the elevated risk of
collapse associated with these two subtypes, coupled with
an ambiguity surrounding the spatial distribution distinctions
between them. Seven patients were excluded as their Digital
Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)-format
data could not be exported, resulting in a total of 76 patients
(108 hips) included in this study. All CT data from the included
patients were exported in DICOM format and analyzed using
Mimics software (version 16.0; Materialise, Belgium) for image
processing.

The characteristics and demographics of the enrolled
patients are summarized in Table I. The study population
consisted of 43 males and 33 females with a mean age of 34.3

years (standard deviation (SD) 8.1). Among the 108 hips, 41
hips were classified as ARCO II and 67 hips as ARCO IIIA. There
were 48 hips classified as JIC C1 and 60 hips classified as JIC C2.

Construction of spatial measurement reference system and
CAD measurement tool
Unit division: a non-traumatic ONFH patient’s CT data were
randomly selected, and a 3D model of the ilium and proximal
femur was generated using Mimics software. The resulting
model was then imported into Solidworks software (version
2020; SolidWorks Corporation, USA) for assembly. The surface
point cloud data of the femoral head were extracted and fitted
to a sphere. To establish a spatial measurement reference
system, the sphere was divided into 288 standard units using
a method similar to the division of the earth’s latitude and
longitude (Figure 1). The 0° to 180° longitude plane was
defined as the plane passing through the centre of the sphere
and the axis of the femoral neck, with the outermost line being
the 0° longitude. The plane passing through the centre of
the sphere and perpendicular to the femoral shaft axis was
defined as the equatorial plane. Using these reference planes,
the sphere was first divided into 24 blocks (north and south)
using planes passing through the 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, and 150°
longitudes, and then further divided into 144 blocks using
planes horizontal to the 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 75° latitudes.
Finally, an ellipsoidal surface passing through the midpoint
of the circles on each latitude plane and the 90° pole was
constructed to further divide the sphere into 144 inner and
outer ring blocks, totaling 288 units.

Naming convention: each unit was named according to
the following rules based on the 0° longitude and latitude as
reference lines (Figure 2). The 0° longitude line anticlockwise
(right hip) and clockwise (left hip) 180° region was named
the E region (Anterior), and the opposite was named the W
region (Posterior). The upward region of the 0° latitude was
named the N region (Superior), and the opposite was named
the S region (Inferior). The region names of the outer and inner
rings end with L and M, respectively. Using a combination

Fig. 1
Construction of the longitude and latitude division system. The brighter sphere represents the outer ring blocks, while the darker ellipsoid represents
the inner ring blocks. a) Anteroposterior view. b) Top view.
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of longitude and latitude, the inner and outer ring blocks,
and the 288 units were named to establish a spatial structure
division system based on the fitting sphere of the femoral
head, known as the longitude and latitude division system
(LLDS).

Based on the above division method, a standard
computer-aided design (CAD) measurement model was

created, including the sphere and the tail (Figure 3a). The
sphere contains 288 units, and the tail contains labels
corresponding to the units, enabling easy identification and
measurement of the necrotic lesion location (the CAD model
can be obtained through the following link: https://github.com/
RYEwhiskyer/longitude-and-latitude-division-system).

Fig. 2
Arrangement and naming rules of units (cells). Same-sized 2D cells correspond to 3D units on the sphere. The red line represents the 0° to 180°
meridian, which divides the units (cells) into E[Anterior] or W[Posterior] regions, and the blue line represents the equator, which divides the units
(cells) into N[Superior] or S[Inferior] regions.

Fig. 3
Computer-aided design (CAD) measurement model and its application demonstration. a) The CAD model consists of two parts: the body and the
tail. The body is composed of units, and the tail corresponds to the label of the units. b) The CAD model is registered with the femoral head on the
patient’s CT image. The yellow line represents the axis of the femoral shaft, while the red line represents the axis of the femoral neck. The yellow arrow
indicates the label of the CAD model’s tail.
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Measurement of necrotic lesions
The measurement of necrotic lesions in the femoral head was
performed in Mimics software using visual operations (Figure
3b). Two orthopaedic surgeons with more than five years
of clinical experience (WY, LJ) were independently arranged
to perform the measurements. First, the CT data of the
patient were imported into Mimics, and the diameter of the
femoral head displayed in the coronal intermediate plane
was measured. Based on this measurement, the diameter
of the standard CAD measurement model was adjusted to
match the diameter of the femoral head, and then it was
imported into Mimics software in STL format. The model
position was adjusted to overlap with the surface of the
femoral head on the coronal, sagittal, and transverse planes,
and to comply with the LLDS division rules. The measurers
(WY, LJ) selected the transverse view and searched layer by
layer from the bottom of the femoral head upwards. The
necrotic lesion was defined as the low-density area, cystic
area, and sclerotic zone of the necrotic region in CT images.
When a unit in the measurement model showed necrosis,
it was recorded as [1], otherwise as [0]. All patient data
were independently measured by the two measurers. The
two independent measurement results were summarized in
a 2D table containing 288 cells, with each cell recording the
frequency of necrosis occurrence in its corresponding spatial
unit. To better display the distribution of necrosis, the two
independent measurement results were combined, and any
discrepancies were re-evaluated by the third measurer (TL).
The statistical frequency of each cell was converted into a
percentage, and the numerical matrix of the cells was mapped
into different colours to form a heat map. MATLAB software
(R2017a; MathWorks, USA) was employed to construct a
sphere (with a semi-axis length of [50]) and an ellipsoid (with
semi-axis lengths of [3.3, 3.3, 6.2, 50]), and a command called
“texture mapping” was used to warp the planar heat map onto

Table I. The baseline characteristics and demographics of the study
population.

Variable
Data (n patients = 76, n
hips = 108)

Sex (M/F), n 43/33

Mean age, yrs (SD) 34.3 (8.1)

ARCO staging, n

II 41

III A 67

JIC classification, n

C1 48

C2 60

Associated condition, n

Steroid-induced 29

Alcohol-associated 36

Idiopathic 11

JIC, Japanese Investigation Committee; SD, standard deviation.

the surfaces of the sphere and ellipsoid, thereby completing
a 3D display (the programme containing the source code
can be obtained through the following link: https://github.com/
RYEwhiskyer/longitude-and-latitude-division-system).

Statistical analysis
For categorical variables, a proportion was used in the
statistical analysis. The inter-rater reliability was evaluated
using the Bland-Altman test. The differences between groups
were compared using the chi-squared test. SPSS version 22
(IBM, USA) was used for the analyses. The location of the
necrotic lesion was descriptive in nature. Statistical signifi-
cance was set at p < 0.05.

Results
The inter-rater reliability
The time spent by two measurers for necrotic assessments is
shown in Table II. The two independent measurement results
are summarized in Figures 4a and 4b, and inter-rater reliability
between two independent measurement results (N1-N6 units)
was assessed by constructing a Bland-Altman plot (Figures 4c
and 4d). The bias line indicates a difference of 0.153 (outer ring
blocks) and 0.069 (inner ring blocks) between the means of
the two variables. This indicates a strong agreement between
the two measurement results, demonstrating that the new
measurement system has high reliability among raters.

Spatial distribution characteristics of JIC type C necrotic
lesions
A 2D heat map was generated by summarizing and calculating
the results of the spatial distribution, displaying the probabil-
ity of necrosis occurrence in 288 standard cells for all necrosis
patients (Figures 5a and 5c). To more intuitively demonstrate
the spatial distribution of necrotic lesions in the entire femoral
head, a 3D heat map was formed by texture mapping on the
surface of a sphere and an ellipsoid (Figures 5b and 5d), based
on the 2D heat map. The colour gradient reflects the probabil-
ity, with darker red indicating higher probability. As illustrated
by the heat map, the distribution of necrotic lesions (JIC type
C) exhibits clustering characteristics, with the lesions being
concentrated in the northern and eastern regions (superior
and anterior regions of the femoral head), forming a hot zone
(90% probability) centred on the N4-N6E2, N3-N6E units of
outer ring blocks, and N3-N6E2, N3-N6E3, N5E4 units of inner
ring blocks. The heat gradually decreases in a ring gradient
towards the periphery. The distributions of hot zones in the
outer ring and inner ring blocks were similar, but differed
slightly. The hot zones in the inner ring blocks have a larger
longitude range and a smaller latitude range than those in the
outer ring blocks, resulting in a slightly flattened cone-shaped
distribution with a fan-shaped base on the superior anterior
surface of the femoral head.

Spatial distribution characteristics of JIC type C2 and type
C1 necrosis
In this section, we analyzed the distribution characteristics
of necrotic lesions in 60 hips with JIC C2 and 48 hips with
JIC C1. As shown by the heat maps in Figures 6 and 7, both
types of necrosis exhibited clustering characteristics, with
necrotic lesions concentrated in the northern and eastern
regions (the superior and anterior regions of the femoral
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head). For type C2, the hot zone (90% probability) was centred
on the N3-N4E1, N2-N6E2, N2-N5E3, N4E4 units of outer ring
blocks, and N3-N5E1, N3-N6E2, N3-N6E3, N4-N5E4 of inner
ring blocks. The heat gradually decreased in a ring gradi-
ent towards the periphery. For type C1, the hot zone (90%
probability) was centred on the N5-N6E2, N3-N6E3 units of
outer ring blocks, and N5E2, N3-N6E3, N5E4 units of inner ring
blocks, with the heat gradually decreasing in a ring gradient
towards the periphery.

The range of hot zone for type C2 was larger than that
for type C1, and the hot zone for type C2 was more offset
towards the 0° longitude direction (the anterior and lateral
region of the femoral head). To compare the differences in the
distribution probability of necrotic lesions in the longitudinal

Table II. A comparison of the time spent by the two measurers
utilizing the longitude and latitude division system for necrotic
assessments.

Measurer

Mean duration of
image preparation, s
(SD)

Mean duration of
measure and analysis, s
(SD)

No. 1 127.5 (65.3) 281.2 (98.7)

No. 2 103.0 (78.9) 316.5 (118.1)

SD, standard deviation.

direction (northern region) between type C2 and type C1,
chi-squared test was employed (Tables III and IV). The results
revealed distribution differences between type C1 and type C2
in the outer ring units E1, E2 and W1, W2, W3, as well as in the
inner ring units E1, E2, and W4, W5, W6.

Discussion
The radiological evaluation of ONFH is crucial for predicting
the fate of the necrotic lesion.36 Prior research has demonstra-
ted that the prognosis of ONFH is influenced by the size,
location, and morphology of the necrotic lesion, therefore
the need for a spatial description of the lesion is justified.
In this study, we gathered clinical CT imaging data and
employed a CAD spatial measurement technique to determine
the probability of necrosis in different regions of the femoral
head and explore the spatial distribution pattern of ONFH. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first investigation to
illustrate the 2D planar and 3D spatial distribution heat map of
necrotic lesions in ONFH.

Describing the spatial distribution of necrosis using
a standardized partition of the femoral head as a sphere is
a well-established research method. Malizos et al37 devised
an octants-based approach that divided the femoral head
into eight regions, and assessed the spatial distribution of
necrosis by quantifying the necrotic lesion volume of each
octant utilizing the MRI volume method. Their study of 122
affected hips revealed that the lesion size ranged from 7%
to 73% of the sphere equivalent, and the anterior superior

Fig. 4
Comparison of measurement results from different measurers. a) Outer ring blocks and b) inner ring blocks; the frequency of necrosis in each unit
(cells) was measured by different measurers. Bland-Altman plot of two different measurement results. c) N1-N6 units of outer ring blocks and d)
N1-N6 units of inner ring blocks.
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medial octant had the largest necrotic volume. Similarly, Liu
et al38 proposed an eight-partition technique for the femoral
head based on CT 3D reconstruction to examine the spatial
distribution of cystic lesions in CT data of 155 ONFH patients.
Their findings indicated the probability distribution of cystic
lesions in different regions of the femoral head, with the
anterior lateral region having the highest probability of 54%.
Nevertheless, we contend that these region division meth-
ods lack sufficient accuracy to precisely locate the spatial
characteristics of necrosis. The studies cited manifest certain
methodological limitations in the segmentation of the femoral
head. Primarily, a notable deficiency is evident in the absence
of a standardized reference coordinate system and the scarcity
of CAD tools capable of facilitating precise measurements.
This lacuna implies the potential for measurement disparities

across diverse patient cohorts. Secondly, the restricted
number of delineated regions by these research methodolo-
gies impairs their ability to provide a comprehensive assess-
ment of the spatial distribution of necrosis. Consequently, they
fall short in elucidating the morphological characteristics of
necrotic lesions through clustering. As a result, the generation
of spatial distribution heat maps for necrotic lesions becomes
an unattainable objective.

Our study possesses several distinguishing features.
Firstly, we established a standardized reference system and
measurement tool for spatial measurement. Standardization
of the measurement reference system is a prerequisite for
improving the consistency and repeatability of necrotic lesion
measurement. In this study, the axis of the femoral neck
and the axis of the proximal femoral shaft were selected as

Fig. 5
Spatial distribution 2D and 3D heat maps of Japanese Investigation Committee classification type C necrosis. a) and b) Outer ring blocks. c) and d)
Inner ring blocks.

Fig. 6
Spatial distribution 2D and 3D heat maps of Japanese Investigation Committee classification type C1 necrosis. a) and b) Outer ring blocks. c) and d)
Inner ring blocks.
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reference lines to construct the reference plane. This approach
has the advantage of easy identification of these reference
markers, and these markers are based on the femur, so
measurement data are not affected by changes in patient
positioning. Secondly, CAD measurement tool was used to
make spatial measurement more efficient and accurate, similar
to a ruler that enables the measurer to measure spatial
parameters of necrosis under direct vision. The method of
dividing the femoral head into 288 standard units based on
the LLDS was used to quantify the spatial structure informa-
tion of the necrotic lesion. The inter-rater reliability analy-
sis showed good consistency of the measurement results,
indicating the reliability of this measurement method. The
method of using latitude and longitude coordinates to locate
the necrosis lesion was first reported by Nishii et al23 in 2002.
However, the standard latitude and longitude positioning
plane in that study was based on the coronal and sagit-
tal planes of MRI reconstruction, which was susceptible to
the influence of device scanning parameters and changes
in patient positioning, and therefore lacked the reference
standardization feature. Moreover, the measurement object
of that study was the projection area of the quality centre
of necrotic lesion on the femoral head surface, and therefore
lacked the spatial standardization feature.

The present study highlights the creation of heat maps
as a major feature, which depict the spatial distribution
of necrotic lesions. Using the standardized units based on
LLDS, we not only recorded the spatial distribution of the
necrotic lesions during spatial measurement, but also noted
the frequency of occurrence of necrotic lesion in each unit.
This information was used to calculate the probability of
occurrence of necrosis in each unit, and to generate the heat
maps. A 2D heat map can swiftly show the overall distribu-
tion pattern of femoral head necrosis to observers, while a
3D heat map can display the spatial structure of necrosis on
the femoral head in more detail. The heat map highlighted
a marked visual contrast between the hot and cold areas of

necrosis in the femoral head, indicating that there are indeed
regions where necrosis occurs more frequently. Our study
revealed that these regions were concentrated in the superior
and anterior part of the femoral head, with the red zone (70%
probability) concentrated in the range of N2-N6 and E1-E6
units, and the hot zone (90% probability) was centred on the
N4-N6E2, N3-N6E units of outer ring blocks, and N3-N6E2,
N3-N6E3, N5E4 units of inner ring blocks. These findings
differ slightly from the reported geographical distribution of
necrotic lesions by Nishii et al,23 which may be attributed to
our study including only JIC type C necrosis.

The JIC classification is widely used for predicting
the risk of collapse in clinical practice.39-41 Takashima et al27

conducted a study to compare the accuracy of JIC classifi-
cation with Steinberg classification25 and modified Kerboul
angle classification18,19 in predicting collapse risk, and found
that JIC classification was the most reliable. In addition, type
C1 and type C2 necrosis were the most prevalent types of
necrosis in JIC classification, accounting for 54% to 59% of
cases, and had the highest risk of collapse within one year,
ranging from 61% to 78%. Hence, investigating C1 and C2
necrosis is more clinically valuable. The heat map analysis
revealed that the C2 necrosis hot zone (90% probability) was
larger than that of C1. The C2 hot zone was also offsetting
to the 0° longitude direction (anterior and lateral region of
the femoral head) compared to the C1 hot zone. Statistical
comparisons demonstrated significant distribution differences
between type C1 and type C2 necrosis in the E1, E2 and W1,
W2, W3 longitude units of outer ring blocks, and the E1, E2,
and W4, W5, W6 longitude units of inner ring blocks. Combin-
ing the heat map and specific unit partitions, it was observed
that the distribution differences between C1 and C2 necrosis
were most pronounced in the E1 units at N3-N6 latitude level
and the E2 units at N1-N3 latitude level, which are located on
the anterior lateral side of the femoral head. These units could
be the key units responsible for the differences in collapse
risk between C1 and C2 classifications. Similarly, the hot zone

Fig. 7
Spatial distribution 2D and 3D heat maps of Japanese Investigation Committee (JIC) classification type C2 necrosis. a) and b) Outer ring blocks. c) and
d) Inner ring blocks.
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showed that C1 and C2 necrosis had similar distribution
patterns in the E2 units at N4-N6 latitude level and the E3
units at N1-N6 latitude level on the anterior lateral side of
the femoral head. These units, which had similar distribution
probabilities of necrosis between C1 and C2 classifications,
may be the key units responsible for a greater risk of collapse
in JIC type C compared to JIC type B and type A classifications.
Studies on the mechanics of ONFH have demonstrated that
the anterior lateral side of the femoral head is the primary
channel for stress transmission. Necrosis involving the anterior
lateral side leads to greater stress concentration in the necrotic
area, thereby triggering collapse.42-45 However, the anterior
lateral side is a broad concept. The current study helps to
further elucidate the specific spatial localization of necrosis in
the anterior lateral side and explore its impact on necrosis

Table III. Comparison of spatial distribution of necrotic lesions
between Japanese Investigation Committee classification type C1
and type C2 among different longitude units (N1-N6 units of outer
ring blocks).

Region Classification
Necrotic units/
non-necrotic units χ2 p-value*

W1†

JIC C1 41/247

11.49 < 0.001JIC C2 90/270

E1†

JIC C1 111/177

118.0 < 0.001JIC C2 289/71

E2†

JIC C1 189/99

82.0 < 0.001JIC C2 337/23

E3

JIC C1 251/37

1.29 0.254JIC C2 324/36

E4

JIC C1 235/53

0.06 0.805JIC C2 291/69

E5

JIC C1 201/87

0.04 0.832JIC C2 254/106

E6

JIC C1 154/134

0.66 0.416JIC C2 204/156

W6

JIC C1 131/157

1.65 0.199JIC C2 182/178

W5

JIC C1 109/179

1.61 0.204JIC C2 154/206

W4

JIC C1 70/218

2.85 0.091JIC C2 109/251

W3‡

JIC C1 38/250

5.26 0.021JIC C2 72/288

W2†

JIC C1 35/253

11.1 < 0.001JIC C2 80/280

*Chi-squared test.
†p < 0.001.
‡p < 0.05.
JIC, Japanese Investigation Committee.

collapse. Our study aims to elucidate the spatial distribu-
tion disparities between type C1 and C2 necrotic lesions
from a panoramic perspective, encompassing both two and
three dimensions. In contrast to the JIC classification, which
relies on single-view radiograph plane, the LLDS provides
more precise spatial coordinates and quantitative informa-
tion pertaining to necrotic lesions. This facilitates a nuanced
exploration of spatial morphology within the JIC classifica-
tion. The panoramic heat map results underscore significant
spatial distribution variations among subtypes of type C
necrosis. Investigating these distinct regions can enrich our
comprehension of the nuances within the JIC classification.
As previously suggested,33 the frog-leg lateral radiographs
provide a better observation of the anterior-lateral aspect of
the femoral head. However, determining the localization of

Table IV. Comparison of spatial distribution between Japanese
Investigation Committee classification type C1 and type C2 necrosis
among different longitude units (N1-N6 units of inner ring blocks).

Region Classification
Necrotic units/
non-necrotic units χ2 p-value*

W1

JIC C1 96/192

1.13 0.289JIC C2 106/254

E1†

JIC C1 171/117

40.35 < 0.001JIC C2 295/65

E2†

JIC C1 214/74

20.45 < 0.001JIC C2 317/43

E3

JIC C1 245/43

0.08 0.784JIC C2 309/51

E4

JIC C1 216/72

0.99 0.318JIC C2 282/78

E5

JIC C1 189/99

0.78 0.378JIC C2 248/112

E6

JIC C1 175/113

1.08 0.300JIC C2 233/127

W6‡

JIC C1 153/135

7.27 0.007JIC C2 229/131

W5†

JIC C1 117/171

10.36 < 0.001JIC C2 192/168

W4‡

JIC C1 102/186

6.43 0.011JIC C2 163/197

W3

JIC C1 91/197

0.22 0.639JIC C2 120/240

W2

JIC C1 100/188

0.19 0.660JIC C2 131/229

*Chi-squared test.
†p < 0.001.
‡p < 0.05.
JIC, Japanese Investigation Committee.
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these areas from frog-leg lateral radiographs will be the focus
of our next step in clinical research.

However, there are some limitations in this study.
Although the measurement method of spatial distribution of
femoral head necrosis based on LLDS can accurately locate
and measure the necrotic area with CAD measurement tool,
the measurement procedure still requires a relatively long
time. In actual measurement, we found that it takes a mean
6.3 (SD 1.14) minutes to measure one femoral head necrosis.
A contradictory problem is that reducing the number of
partitions can increase the measurement speed, but it may
lead to imprecise data collection. In addition, there is a
certain subjectivity in the coordinate system calibration and
the judgment of necrotic lesion during the measurement
process. In the future, using AI technology for semi-auto-
matic or automatic batch measurement may be a feasible
method. The challenges encompass the automatic alignment
of the LLDS model with hip CT images, along with train-
ing neural networks to accomplish automatic segmentation
and identification of necrotic boundaries. Leveraging these
technological underpinnings, we can not only improve the
measurement efficiency of the LLDS system but also achieve
finer unit segmentation, thereby facilitating the acquisition
of higher-resolution maps of necrotic spatial distribution.
Furthermore, this study only included JIC type C necrosis, and
the sample size was relatively small, so there may be selection
bias. We also did not further explore the impact of spatial
distribution on the outcome of necrosis collapse.

In conclusion, we proposed a novel method for
measuring the spatial distribution of femoral head necrosis
using CAD tool, and validated the reliability of the measure-
ment method. We created the first 2D and 3D heat maps of
the spatial distribution of JIC type C femoral head necrosis
to reveal its distribution pattern, and identified the spatial
distribution differences between C1 and C2 classification.
These findings provide insights for more accurate imaging
studies of femoral head necrosis and more precise prediction
of collapse.
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